ASSEMBLING A DREAM BOOTH
Global Citizen King Day of Service 2019
1. Collect these pieces:

6 CORNERS

2 ELBOWS

6 Ts

40” length

36” length

30” length

4½” length

PVC ¾ in pipe

4 pieces

6 pieces

8 pieces

2 pieces

110 inch lengths of
ribbon

6”zip ties

¾ ” metal rings

Mini binder
clips

Peel and
stick velcro

5 pieces

20 ties

10 rings

10 clips

10 inches

2. Assemble BASE using: 2 ELBOWS, 2 CORNERS, 1 40”
pipe, 2 30” pipes so it looks like this:

3. Put 1 36” pipe vertically in each of the 4 corners.
4. Assemble MIDDLE using: 6 Ts, 2 30” pipes, 2 4½ ” pipes, 1 40” pipe.
a. Put 1 T on top of each vertical. Join both sides with 30” pipe
b. Insert 4½” pipes in 2 rear verticals; put Ts on top end of rear ones; join rear Ts with
40” pipe

SIDE

REAR

5. Put 1 36” pipe vertically in each of the FRONT 2 corners. Put 1 30” pipe vertically in each of
the REAR 2 corners.
6. Assemble TOP using: 4 CORNERS, 2 40” pipe, 2 30” pipes.
a. Attach CORNER to top of each vertical
b. Connect each side with 30” pipe.
c. Connect front and back with 40” pipe.
7. Cut 10 inches of Velcro into 2 3” lengths and 4 1” lengths. Attach soft sections to the
following:
a. Front right CORNER piece, 1 3” horizontal
along outside of corner:

b. Measure down 8” from top of Front Right CORNER and wrap 1 3” Velcro around pole,
with bottom of it at 8” mark.
c. All other CORNER pieces, 1” horizontal as in picture for a.
8. Using zip ties and metal rings:
a. On each front pole, attach 5 zip ties with metal rings
facing the back, each 1 foot apart, starting 8 in down
from the top of the corner.
b. On each rear pole, attach 5 zip ties (no rings), each 1 foot apart, starting 8 in down
from the top of the corner.
9. Using ribbon and mini binder clips:
a. Attach one end of the ribbon to a front pole
by looping through and clipping.
b. Wrap ribbon around structure, going above
rear zip tie (so it rests on it). Avoid twisting ribbon.
c. Attach other end to ring on the other front pole and attach with zip tie.
d. Tighten ends to make the ribbon as taunt as possible.
e. Repeat for other 4 ribbons.
10. Attach header starting at front right.
a. Attach stiff Velcro to the header to match soft Velcro on structure, working around.
b. Ends attach at top and bottom.
c. Other corners at top only.

